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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A Web service is generated from the WSDL using IBM Rational
Application Developer. Which of the following are valid request
response wrappers that would be generated from the WSDL?
A. GetDayForecast.java, GetDayForecastResponseResponse.java
B. GetTemperaturesRequest.java, GetTemperaturesResponse.java
C. SetWeather.java, GetWeather.java
D. GetForecast.java, GetForecastResponse.java
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true about Exadata memory
capabilities?
A. X3-2 can be purchased in a Half Rack configuration with 256
GB per node.
B. X3-2 memory can be expanded to 512 GB per node from 256 G
C. X3-8 can be purchased in a Half Rack configuration with 2 TB
of memory.
D. X3-8 memory is fixed at 4 TB per a Rack.

E. X3-2 memory can be upgraded to use Flash in the compute
nodes.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
D: ORACLE EXADATA DATABASE MACHINE X3-8 features include: 160
CPU cores and 4 TB of memory for database processing
E: Database servers X3-2
A third generation was announced in 2012. Each Database Server
with
2 x Eight-Core Intel Xeon E5-2690 Processors (2.9 GHz)
128 GB Memory (expandable to 256GB)

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to implement the code to meet the search requirements.
Which code segment should you insert at line NP11?
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/windows/apps/windows.app
licationmodel.search.searchsuggestioncollection.asp
Topic 6, Scenario 6
Application Information
You are developing a Windows Store app by using JavaScript. The
app is named Print Near Me. The app will allow mobile users to
find printers in their local area that subscribe to the Print
Near Me network.
The Print Near Me app collects status data from subscribed
networks, coordinates this data with the status of printers
that are listed in the central Print Near Me service, and
displays the closest locations that meet a user's printing
requirements. The locations are identified by pinpoints on a
map. The app uses a Printer Survey background task to populate
the map.
The Print Here feature communicates with the central Print Near
Me web server and nearby printers, and generates custom printer
interfaces based on the available printers. The printer
interfaces require complex calculations that involve repeated
communications between the app and the central web server, and
may result in high memory usage.
Printer providers may indicate whether a subscribed printer is
available to the network or unavailable at any time.
Business Requirements
You have the following business requirements: Printer providers
must have the option to approve users for each printer through
instant messaging or email. When a user launches the Print Near
Me app, the Printer Survey task must initiate communication
between the app and the central web server to populate the map.

--- --Map pinpoints must be displayed as follows:
If the printer is available and does not require permission to
print, display a green
pinpoint.
If the printer is available and requires permission to print,
display a yellow pinpoint.
If there is a printer or network status error, display a red
pinpoint.
Users must be able to initiate printing to a nearby printer by
clicking or tapping the
printer's pinpoint and then clicking Print Here.
Technical Requirements
You have the following technical requirements:
The Print Here feature must run in a background process.
The Printer Support feature must log and dispatch error
messages.
Log error messages locally.
When the network is available, synchronize data with the
central Print Near Me
web server.
Background task events must be logged locally.
The printer interface calculations must use the Printer Survey
task for
communication to all sources.
The Printer Survey task must push data to the app when the app
is available.
---- -Testing Requirements
You have the following testing requirements:
----Simulate user interactions in the app as part of the tests.
Test the app performance on a variety of devices that have
different capabilities,
such as processing speed and screen resolution.
Generate a file on each device for analysis in Microsoft Visual
Studio. (Devices will
not have Visual Studio installed.)
Generate a file on each device for analysis in Microsoft Visual
Studio. {Devices will
not have Visual Studio installed.)
Identify the app components that are called most frequently and
that use the most
CPU resources.
Ensure that the app detects the location of all printers and
consistently reports loss
of connection.
printNearMe.js
printerSurvey.js printDriver.js
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